UNION FINANCE REPORT SUBMITTED

Small Profit Shown in Statement But Fewer Meals Served Than Last Year.

The following report of the Union finances in December 1, 1912, has been submitted by the committee to all who subscribe.

interest on a capital invested; neither covering a period of two months, the mind that in the following statement, submitted by the committee to all who......

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>Students' pay-roll ............ 1.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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THE TECH going in any or all departments not necessarily regular throughout the year. This, we feel, will indeed be a great stimulant as we have been directed at only one person? We must mean? Does it mean an entire uprooting of conditions and wrecking of the Institute forever. We who love the Military Science bulletin board.

That the work you lay up after you leave Technology, your Typewriter, Model Number Five.

But, up or down the ladder, Velvet is a constant delight—always temptingly rich—ever smooth and satisfying.

Many of our aspirations turn to bitterness in the moment of their realization.

Whether your ambition rides an ox or an aeroplane—don't drive too hard.

Learn the joy and renewed zest that comes from relaxation in a pipe of good tobacco.

Ask you if that isn't enough to make a man want not to go to work another.

December 19th," what can this mean? Does it mean an entire uprooting of conditions and wrecking of the Institute, or is the unlearned thing directed at only one person? We must guard against everything. Everyone coming near the Institute must be searched for bombs or other weapons of deadly character. I understand from prominent members of the Faculty that this terrible thing is not stamped out there will be no other possible course than to close the doors of the Institute forever. We who love deep old Tech must fight hard to protect it. Detective Burns tells me that he will find out where and what that he will find out where and what
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WHY NOT JOIN THE
2nd Company
Coast Artillery
CORPS

Mass. Volunteer Militia?
The South Army is now fully equipped with up-to-date Fire Control and Range finding equipment, and you will be
installed the coming Winter. The work is technical and should be interesting to College men. Ten days tour of duty
at the harbor forts.

Regular drills at the Army Monday nights. Come and see us.

Albert L. Kendall (M. 1. T. '91)
Capt. Coast Artillery Corps M. V. M.
Guardsman Second Company

CROWN LAUNDRY

N. E. WIRELESS SOCIETY.
The New England Wireless Society meets tonight in Robinson Hall, Tufts College, at 8 P.M., and all men interested
in wireless should be present. Mr. Greenleaf W. Pickard, of the Wireless Specialty Company of Bos-
ton, has been engaged to speak, and
his talk is sure to be interesting and instructive. Mr. Pickard is one of the greatest authorities on wireless,
and holds the patents for mineral detector.

To reach Robinson Hall, take the car to Sullivan Square and change there
for Arlington Center. Get off at Pro-
tressors' Row, and this hall is directly
opposite.

COMMUNICATION.
To the Editors of THE TECH:
The statistic blanks for Techies
have appeared and are being deliv-
ered to the members of the Junior
Class. They contain many questions
requiring an individual answer, and
the former the answers the better the
Statistician likes it. The Statistician,
however, has a mixed sense of humor.
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**BOSTON OPERA HOUSE**

**SAT., 2 to 5. THAIHS. Garden, Marcou, Dalmore, Lankow. Cond. Andre-Caplet.**

**SAT., 8 to 10.45. TOBOCA. Amsden, Saschetti, Blanchart. Cond. Morenzoni.**

**SECOND SUNDAY ORCHESTRAL CONCERT.**

**DEC. 8, 3.15 to 5. Rameau–Debussy (First part). Campti. Orchestra.**

---

**THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE**

**Shubert Theatre**

**Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 3.15**

**The Passing Show of 1912**

---

**The Apollo**

**THE CHOCOLATES THAT ARE DIFFERENT FOR SALE AT THE UNION. SOMETHING NEW CONTINUALLY.**

**Lunch at Cann’s**

**Dining Room & Sea Grill**

Broiled Live Lobsters a Specialty

228 Massachusetts Avenue
Boston, Mass.

Open from 8 A.M. to 12 P.M.

**CLASS B “FRAT” PIPES Made to Order**

**CUBAN CIGAR STORE**

993 Boylston St. or N.E. Brooks' 13
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